these books and am usually much impressed by their high standard of writing and general craftsmanship. Even allowing for the special interest, very few are boring and very few are ill humored or unkind. Some are, of course, critical but then the care of the mentally ill during the last century or so has not been so good that one could expect only eulogies.
The reviewer's difficulty is to decide where he stands. Is the book to be judged as a work of art or as a valuable source of information? Sometimes, I suppose, the two can co-exist, but it is asking a good deal of any author and maybe very unfair. For instance, the famous Schreber Memoirs which formed the foundations of the psychoanalytic theory of the psychoses is a splendid source book. But the High Judge was not much of a writer -there is too much legal exactness about him. He inclines to repetition as any good lawyer must with his "heretofores" and his "hereinunders", etc. Clifford Beers, the founder of the Mental Health movement, who wrote the "Mind that Found Itself", is a high level exposee book whose main interest lies in its historical outcome. Neither of these books are works of art.
At the far other end of the scale comes a novel of doom like Franz Kafka's "The Trial", or its sequel into which a certain amount of hope has been injected -"The Castle". Here one is undoubtedly dealing with a great work of art. Yet the psychiatrist reader cannot avoid being fascinated with the rock of personal experience from which Kafka hewed his masterpieces. Such books spring from desperate experience. Where and how did Kafka obtain his experiences of the horrific which were to be mirrored many years later in the disasters of Nazi Germany?
Occasionally one finds art and personal experience are blended in a competent, convincing and highly satisfactory manner. Such a book is Mary Cecil's "In Two Minds". I have been lucky enough to correspond with Miss Cecil and as I suspected, she is writing of her own experience and had to do only a little alteration in fact. What she has done and what gives her book a special place is to use her own very unpleasant experiences to write an excellent novel. The story of Clare, her sick young flautist, is interesting in itself. It has not been made an occasion for special pleading. Miss Cecil tells a story, tells it with technical skill, without having to resort to psychiatric jargon. Her book is worth reading as a novel. However, it has a special psychiatric value for it is a novel about a schizophrenic illness written from the inside, and it is a story of a possession.
Possession used to be quite a favorite psychiatric topic but we are not interested in it now. Miss Cecil has met other patients with rather similar experiences to hers and believes they are not uncommon. I suspect that for the benefit of their psychiatrists, patients tend to tone down their interpretations now. Indeed, in a very amusing account of "art therapy" Miss Cecil describes them as doing just this.
Miss Cecil had one symptom which I found very unusual and consequently intriguing. So protean is schizophrenia that one never ceases to learn strange things about it, but this one almost flummoxed me. She saw her auditory hallucinations in writing. Here she is talking to her possessor:
"Why do you go on writing in the air when I can hear you?" "To make doubly sure you have to attend." She adds, "The words are bigger and blacker now, capital letters."
Luckily I had been re-reading Galton's splendid "Enquiry into the Human Faculty" a few days before, going over that extraordinary chapter on imagery. Galton mentions that some of his good visualizers had this capacity as part of their normal lives and always had written images of what they heard. Indeed, reading this I wondered if this were the origin of the strip cartoon "bubble" of words from the mouths of the speakers. Possibly the cartoonist who started this convention was one of these very unusual visualizers. Miss Cecil had what one supposes is a very rare kind of synaesthesia, or is it only that we don't ask about such matters and that our patients are afraid to trouble us with what they feel we think are trivial matters. This is a valuable book for the psychiatrists and all others who work with the mentally ill. It is also a very good story, well and bravely told, without self-pity and without rancor.
H . This is an autobiographical account of a sensitive and intelligent boy's two year stay in a general hospital for a painful spine injury. It is also a telling indictment against institutions of all forms and as such should be of interest to psychiatrists and hospital administrators. The author, now a lecturer in economics at Oxford, complains that he had been turned into a case, a bed, a disease entity, while his individuality and personal needs were neither acnowledged nor respected. What had been his inaliable rights, became privileges granted at the discretion of other people. His family became "his visitors" and he was compelled to eat when other people ate, listen to the radio when others listened, and conform to a set of regulations whose logic was poorly defended by the staff.
Perhaps it is some solace for the psychiatrist to realize that he is not alone in having to cope with these problems. Recently, there was an article in a popular magazine to the effect that the routine in general hospitals was established more for the benefit of the staff than the patients. We may argue that most, if not all, of our rules are necessary for a patient's care and treatment. However, Vaizey maintains that this is only one among many stock answers given in various types of institutions to justify the unjustifiable. Some other stock answers are "If we do this for you, we will have to do it for a hundred others," and "You are not the only pebble on the beach, you know." Mr. Vaizey retorts, "But one is the only pebble on the beach, interested in only a few of the other pebbles nearby." He sees the institutions themselves as the root of the evil. He objects to people being sent away to Old Folks' Homes, mental hospitals, and prisons. He advocates greater use of day hospitals, day prisons, and day geriatric centres. There is much valuable and thought-provoking material here for the psychiatrist interested in a sensitive patient's view of institutional life. Whether the reader will agree with Mr. Vaizey's recommendations does not detract from his sensitive and brilliant portrayal of life in an institution. As an introverted intellectual, Mr. Vaizey cannot be considered a typical patient (he even rejects the legitimacy of the concept "typical patient"). For example, he continually stressed his need for privacy, but when we queried the patients on the admission ward of a 1500 bed mental hospital whether they preferred private bedrooms, two-thirds of them replied that they did not. ROBERT SOMMER, Ph.D., Weyburn
